MOTORCYCLE
Engine and transmission technologies are
always evolving faster and, along with them, the
technical requirements of the manufacturers
in terms of maintenance and lubrication :
choose convenience and safety to help with
the performance of your two-wheeler with the
HAFA Motorcycle, quad and scooter lubricants
range.

MOTOR OIL
Our lubricants offers a wide range of products (2T and 4T) specially formulated for motorcycles
APPELLATION

NATURE

APPLICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

4-STROKE ENGINES

Synthetic

BIWAY MOTOR 4T S 10W-50, due to its ester-based formulation, is specially adapted for 4-stroke motorcycle
engines that are under very heavy loads and used in severe service conditions. BIWAY MOTOR 4T S 10WAPI SN
50 is particularly recommended for road, trail, all terrain, enduro, motocross and endurance motorcycles. JASO MA2
BIWAY MOTOR 4T S 10W-50 can also be used in integrated gearboxes to ensure their perfect lubrication as
well as in oil bath clutches.

Synthetic

BIWAY MOTOR 4T S 5W-40, due to its ester-based formulation, is specially formulated for 4 stroke engines of
sports and road motorcyles, dirt bikes, off road, mountain, enduro and trial motorbikes, etc. BIWAY MOTOR
API SN
4T S 5W-40 is particularly suitable for motorcycles equipped, with or without an integrated gear box, and JASO MA2
also with an oil bath or dry clutch. BIWAY MOTOR 4T S 5W-40 ensures perfect lubrication under all operating
conditions, even intensive use, and in all seasons.

BIWAY MOTOR 4T S 10W-40

Synthetic

BIWAY MOTOR 4T S 10W-40 due to its ester-based formulation, is specially formulated for 4-stroke engines
of sports and road motorcyles, dirt bikes, off road, mountain, enduro and trial motorbikes, etc. BIWAY MOAPI SN
TOR 4T S 10W-40 is particularly suitable for motorcycles equipped, with or without an integrated gear box, JASO MA2
and also with an oil bath or dry clutch. BIWAY MOTOR 4T S 10W-40 ensures perfect lubrication under all
operating conditions, even intensive use, and in all seasons.

BIWAY MOTOR 4T 10W-40

Semisynthetic

BIWAY MOTOR 4T 10W-40 is a semi-synthetic high-performance lubricant for 4-stroke motorcycle engines,
perfectly adapted to usual conditions, whether on long or short journeys. BIWAY MOTOR 4T 10W-40 is
API SN
suitable for the lubrication of all types of motorcycles, including roadsters, custom made bikes, GT, on-road JASO MA2
motorcycles, etc. BIWAY MOTOR 4T 10W-40 has been specially formulated for engines with an integrated
gearbox, to provide enhanced protection of the gearbox / clutch assembly.

Semisynthetic

BIWAY MOTOR 2T is suitable for the lubrication of two-stroke motorcycle engines used in severe service,
API TC
Japanese and European motorbikes, snowmobiles etc. BIWAY MOTOR 2T is a semi-synthetic lubricant that
ISO-L-EGD
can be used in a separate lubrication system or in mixture. Its specific formulation allows widespread and JASO FD
fully appropriate use in urban traffic.

BIWAY MOTOR 4T S 10W-50

BIWAY MOTOR 4T S 5W-40

2-STROKE ENGINES

BIWAY MOTOR 2T

Current packaging :

TRANSMISSION OIL
Transmission lubricants are used to lubricate the components of a motorcycles’ transmission to maximize its performance. Our
lubricants BIWAY GEAR has been developped in a way to protect yours gear even in extrems conditions.

APPELLATION

BIWAY GEAR 75W-90

BIWAY GEAR 80W-90

BIWAY GEAR 10W-30

NATURE

APPLICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Synthetic

BIWAY GEAR 75W-90 is a 100% synthetic high performance lubricant suitable for the lubrication of highly
stressed mechanical transmissions, including those in competition use, of all types of racing, touring, motocross, trial, and enduro motorcycles and scooters, etc. BIWAY GEAR 75W-90 is suitable for the lubrication API GL-4
of the gearboxes of 4-stroke motorcycles with a separate crankcase/gearbox case as well as for shaft drive. API GL-5
BIWAY GEAR 75W-90 is recommended when the manufacturer allows an API GL-4 or API GL-5 oil with
75W-90 or 80W-90 viscosity.

-

BIWAY GEAR 80W-90 is an extreme pressure lubricant suitable for the lubrication of highly stressed mechanical transmissions of all types of motorcycles, touring motorcycles, cross, trial, enduro bikes, scooters,
etc. BIWAY GEAR 80W-90 is suitable for lubricating cardan type transmissions or gearboxes. BIWAY GEAR API GL-5
80W-90, due to its specific formulation reinforced with extreme pressure additives, ensures exceptional
resistance under heavy loads.

-

BIWAY GEAR 10W-30 10W-30 is a SAE 10W-30 multigrade mineral lubricant specially developed for the
lubrication of motorcycle gearboxes. BIWAY GEAR 10W-30 has been specially designed for gearboxes with
oil bath clutches. BIWAY GEAR 10W-30 is recommended for all motorcycles, including road motorcycles,
enduro, mopeds, cross-country, quads, scooters, etc, where the manufacturers recommend the use of a
SAE 10W-30 of this type for their transmissions. BIWAY GEAR 10W-30 is compatible with the different types
of materials used for oil bath clutches.

Current packaging :

FORK OIL
The suspensions in a bike are subjected to heavy wear and tear, due to potholes and unevenness of the roads. This impacts the
damping action of the shock absorbers leading to hard and rough handling creating a noisy biking experience. That why our
BIWAY FORK range offers the best damping whatever the temperature.
APPELLATION

NATURE

APPLICATIONS

BIWAY FORK 2,5W

-

BIWAY FORK 2.5W is suitable for the lubrication of various types of telescopic forks, inverted forks and motorcycle shock absorbers when the manufacturer
recommends a viscosity of SAE 2.5W. BIWAY FORK 2.5W provides optimum damping regardless of the temperature. BIWAY FORK 2.5W is also suitable for
scooter forks. For firmer forks the use of BIWAY FORK 5W, 10W or 15W. is to be preferred.

BIWAY FORK 5W

Semisynthetic

BIWAY FORK SAE 5W is suitable for the lubrication of various types of telescopic forks, inverted forks and hydraulic shock absorbers for motorcycles,
especially those under severe operating conditions. BIWAY FORK SAE 5W is designed to meet the needs of competition forks as well as those for all terrain
or road use. BIWAY FORK SAE 5W is also suitable for scooter forks as well as for mopeds.

BIWAY FORK 10W

Semisynthetic

BIWAY FORK SAE 10W is suitable for the lubrication of various types of telescopic forks, inverted forks and hydraulic shock absorbers for motorcycles,
especially those under severe operating conditions. BIWAY FORK SAE 10W is designed to meet the needs of competition forks as well as those for all terrain
or road use. BIWAY FORK SAE 10W is also suitable for scooter forks as well as for mopeds.

BIWAY FORK 15W

Semisynthetic

BIWAY FORK 15W is suitable for the lubrication of various types of telescopic forks, inverted forks and hydraulic shock absorbers for motorcycles, especially
those under severe operating conditions. BIWAY FORK 15W is designed to meet the needs of competition forks as well as those for all terrain or road use.
BIWAY FORK 15W is also suitable for scooter forks as well as for mopeds.

Current packaging :

HISTORIC MOTORCYCLES LUBRICANTS
Our BIWAY LEGEND lubricants are specially formulated for the lubrification of collectors/classic motorcycle.
APPELLATION

NATURE

BIWAY LEGEND 20W-50

-

BIWAY LEGEND FORK 20W

Semisynthetic

APPLICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

BIWAY LEGEND 20W-50 is a mineral based lubricant for all four-stroke motorcycle engines requiring a SAE
20W-50 viscosity grade. BIWAY LEGEND 20W-50 is recommended for all older generation motorcycles of all API SN
sizes and capacities or for new generations requiring a SAE 20W-50 grade such as Harley Davidson. BIWAY JASO MA2
LEGEND 20W-50 can be used for oil bath clutches, due to its special formulation.
BIWAY LEGEND FORK SAE 20W is suitable for the lubrication of various types of traditional forks when the
manufacturer requires a SAE 20W viscosity. BIWAY LEGEND FORK SAE 20W provides a firmer damping than
with most original fluids. BIWAY LEGEND FORK SAE 20W is especially suitable for suspensions, which have
a high mileage.
Current packaging :

RACE MOTORCYCLE ENGINES LUBRICANTS
Our BIWAY RACING range is designed to optimize engine efficiency, reduce wear and reduce fuel consumption : synthetic
lubricant for sports and intensive use engines.
APPELLATION

NATURE

APPLICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

BIWAY RACING 4T S 10W-60

Synthetic

BIWAY MOTOR 4T S SAE 10W-60, due to its ester-based formulation, has been specially developed for
powerful, highly demanding sporty engines. BIWAY MOTOR 4T S SAE 10W-60 offers optimum protection
that provides exceptional reliability during racing and ensures high performance and engine efficiency at
API SN
high rpm/speeds. BIWAY MOTOR 4T S SAE 10W-60 is also recommended for road, trail, off-road, enduro, JASO MA2
motocross and endurance motorcycles when the manufacturer recommends the SAE 10W-60 viscosity.
BIWAY MOTOR 4T S 10W-60 has been specially formulated for engines with an integrated gearbox, to provide enhanced protection of the gearbox/clutch assembly.

BIWAY RACING 2T S

Synthetic

BIWAY RACING 2T S is a 100% synthetic ester based oil formulated for the lubrication of the two-stroke
API TC
engines of all sport, trail, enduro and off-road motorbikes, go-karts etc. . BIWAY RACING 2T S is a high
ISO-L-EGD
performance lubricant that can be used in a separate lubrication systems or in mixture. BIWAY RACING 2T S JASO FD
is specially designed for engines operating at high rotational speeds.
Current packaging :

QUAD LUBRICANT
BIWAY QUAD is a range specially designed for your 4-stroke quad engines, whatever the type of use : leisure, professional or
sport.

APPELLATION

NATURE

APPLICATIONS

BIWAY QUAD S 5W-40

Synthetic

BIWAY QUAD S 5W-40 is a high-performance synthetic lubricant specially developed for 4-stroke quad engines equipped with the latest technology. BIWAY QUAD S 5W-40 is a specific lubricant for quads with an API SN
integrated or separated gearbox, whatever the type of use, leisure, professional or sports. BIWAY QUAD S JASO MA2
5W-40, due to its special formulation, is suitable for gearboxes with oil bath clutches.

BIWAY QUAD 10W-40

Semisynthetic

BIWAY QUAD 10W-40 is a high-performance semi-synthetic lubricant specially developed for 4-stroke quad
engines. BIWAY QUAD 10W-40 is a specific lubricant for quads with an integrated or separated gearbox, API SN
whatever the type of use, leisure, professional or sports. BIWAY QUAD 10W-40, due to its special formulation, JASO MA2
is suitable for gearboxes with oil bath clutches.

Current packaging :

SCOOT LUBRICANTS
Most motorcycles feature a 4 stroke transmission, with engine, clutch and gear housed within a single unit. Therefore a specific
oil for scooter is recommended to achieve optimal performance. 2 stroke engine oils are very different from 4 stroke: 2 cycles,
lubrication is lost (combustion), 4 to 8 times more oil consumption, double speed of rotation, one to twice more power rate,
that’s why we designed a specific range to fulfill the requirements.
APPELLATION

NATURE

APPLICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

4-STROKE ENGINES

BIWAY SCOOT 4T S 5W-40

Synthetic

BIWAY SCOOT 4T S 5W-40 is a lubricant specially designed for 4 stroke scooter engines of all sizes and capacities, without a wet clutch. BIWAY SCOOT 4T S 5W-40 is also perfectly suitable for scooters with or without
API SN
a catalytic converter. BIWAY SCOOT 4T S 5W-40 ensures perfect lubrication in all conditions including severe JASO MB
urban traffic where long periods of idling and acceleration are frequent. Due to its response to the JASO MB
specification, BIWAY SCOOT 4T S 5W-40 provides energy-saving performance.

BIWAY SCOOT 4T 10W-40

Semisynthetic

BIWAY SCOOT 4T 10W-40 is a lubricant suitable for 4-stroke scooter engines of all sizes and capacities.
BIWAY SCOOT 4T 10W-40 ensures perfect lubrication in all conditions including severe urban traffic where
API SN
long periods of idling and acceleration are frequent. BIWAY SCOOT 4T 10W-40 is also perfectly appropriate JASO MA2
for long or short journeys. Due to its response to the JASO MA2 specification, BIWAY SCOOT 4T 10W-40 is
also suitable for engines with an oil bath clutch.

BIWAY SCOOT 2T S

Synthetic

BIWAY SCOOT 2T S is a 100% synthetic ester-based oil formulated for the lubrication of 2-stroke engines of
all scooters used in urban areas or more intensive use, etc. BIWAY SCOOT 2T S is a high performance lubri- API TC
cant that can be used in engines with a separate lubrication system or in a mixture, and is suitable for direct ISO-L-EGD
injection or carburettor engines. BIWAY SCOOT 2T S is specially designed for scooter engines operating at JASO FD
high rotational speeds.

BIWAY SCOOT 2T

Semisynthetic

BIWAY SCOOT 2T is particularly suitable for the lubrication of 2-stroke liquid-cooled or air-cooled scooters API TC
engines. BIWAY SCOOT 2T is a semi-synthetic lubricant that can be used in a separate lubrication system or ISO-L-EGD
JASO FD
in mixture. Its specific formulation allows widespread and totally appropriate use in urban traffic.

2-STROKE ENGINES

Current packaging :

